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Pay someone to do my homework
Why is it so important to teach your child to do his homework
on his own? How to motivate him?
The main task of a parent is to explain that doing homework is as normal as brushing your teeth in
the morning. From the 1st grade on, the child should be convinced that he or she can handle
homework. These are simple truths, but many moms and dads support the child's position, not the
school's:
•

The child says, "I can't do it," and the parent solves the assignments;

•

the child says, "School is hard," and mom starts feeling sorry and sitting through math and
English;

•

the child says, "I can't keep up, I want to sleep. And parents make crafts in the evening for
art class.

Yes, the amount of homework has increased. Schoolchildren should receive psychological support
and help at home. But you should strive to teach your student to solve everything on their own.
How do you do that?

Pay someone to do my homework
When a child says, "I can't do it," don't do everything for him. Change the phrase, "I'll come home
from work and do it," to: "Do what you can. I'll be at home, I'll check, and if there are mistakes, I'll
help. Thus, the child understands that there is nowhere to go, the tasks will have to be done. And
Mom, if necessary, will come home and help consolidate the material.
When your child says, "It was hard at school," don't rush to say, "Yes, it was easier for us...". Say, "I
understand. It was even harder at school, but we got through it. And you can do it, because you're

strong (me)." And develop self-confidence: praise for a correctly completed example or exercise,
explain the rules, but don't try to do everything for the schoolchild.
Reduce the time the child spends in front of the TV or gadgets. And you will realize that it is not
school that makes your child tired, but the excessive information noise. Minimize it.

How can a tutor help with homework?
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If you can't manage to teach your child to do their homework on their own, then contact a tutor. A
private teacher will reinforce with the student the passed material, explain the rules, solve
homework with the child. The tutor will not solve assignments instead of the student. He or she will
observe how your child thinks, how quickly he or she is able to solve tasks.

Very quickly you will appreciate the effect:
•

your child will do his/her homework independently;

•

His school performance will improve;

•

There will be no more difficulties in solving difficult problems.

•

Don't know where to find a tutor to do homework with a schoolchild? Visit the BUKI
website and find a specialist in a matter of seconds.

Don't think that doing homework is an empty whim of the education
system!
Homework is not assigned for the purpose of loading up students, but to reinforce the material and
teach them responsibility. This skill comes in handy not only in school, but in adulthood as well.
After all, it fosters the most important qualities in a person for successful realization: responsibility,
the ability to take responsibility for their actions, the desire to constantly develop.

